
E Series Sound Isolating Earphones



Perform with confidence. Hear the truth. You nail every note. Professional musicians use Shure E Series Sound
Isolating Earphones with their personal monitor systems to hear themselves onstage so they can play their best.
Custom fit to naturally block ambient noise, E Series earphones are designed to work with Shure PSM Personal
Monitors. Versatile, durable and made for the road, Shure PSM systems offer powerful advantages. Mobility.
Control. Portability. And, the superior sound professional musicians demand when performing onstage and in
rehearsal. A leader in professional sound for 80 years, Shure produces sophisticated audio products that push
your sound further.



e5
E5 Sound Isolating Earphones make
listening to music an intense experience.
These in-ear earphones are top of the line,
with dual high-energy micro-speakers. So
accurate, they uncover a subtle layer of
sound that’s usually difficult to detect with
traditional headphones or floor wedges.
By separating the high and low frequen-
cies, they pull you to the center of your
music. Custom fit. Outstanding perform-
ance. The sound you dream about.



e4
E4 Sound Isolating Earphones deliver high
definition audio for discriminating users.
This newest addition to Shure’s E Series
line features a unique balanced armature 
driver with tuned port, for incredibly
detailed audio across the entire frequency
range. Lightweight and low profile, the E4
includes a personal fit kit for maximum
comfort. Innovative components. Premium
sound. The E4 is the perfect choice for
musicians and audio enthusiasts looking
for a great sounding monitor in a compact
and affordable package.



e3
E3 Sound Isolating Earphones bring out
the richness of your music that usually
gets drowned out. Hear music the way it’s
made, filled with texture, highs and lows.
High-energy micro-speakers give you
that full tone across the entire frequency
range. And with a custom-fit and sleek
design, you can be as active on stage as
you are off. Truly advanced audio. 



e2
E2 Sound Isolating Earphones mark the
new standard for entry-level premium
audio. The in-ear design naturally blocks
out background noise so you only hear
what you’re supposed to hear. A full range
of sound hits you with precision and
clarity from a single, high-energy driver.
Light weight. Custom fit. Dead on. It’s
sound you trust.



Retain the same high-quality sound you hear onstage everywhere your music goes. Shure E Series Sound Isolating
Earphones let you further explore the rich textures of your music while being active. Comfortable enough for casual
use and durable enough to take anywhere from the gym to the trails. Expect a studio quality listening experience
from your MP3, DVD or CD player, or laptop. Created by the experts for musicians who get their inspiration from
anywhere. Hear for yourself the progressive sound of the Shure E Series Earphones at your favorite music store.



E Series
Isolation:
Sensitivity (at 1 kHz): 
Impedance (at 1 kHz):
Weight:
Features:

E5
20–25 dB
122 dB SPL/mW
110 ohms
1.1 oz.
Dual balanced armature drivers
Passive inline crossover
Included level attenuator
Memory-fit cables retain their shape 
around the back of the ear.

E3
20–25 dB
115 dB SPL/mW
26 ohms
.9 oz.
Single balanced armature driver

E4
20–25 dB
109 dB SPL/mW
29 ohms
1.1 oz.
Single balanced armature driver
Included level attenuator

E2
20–25 dB
105 dB SPL/mW
16 ohms
1 oz.
Single dynamic driver
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